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Abstract 

A technique tor the ma2hlne detectlon of the core and 
delta polnts In a flngerprlnt lmage Is presented here. The 
core and delta polnts are used as polnts of rrjlst-atlon i I 
flngerprlnt matching. The method makes use of the stnrc- 
tu6 l  lnformatlon derived from the hlstograms of thedlrec- 
tlonal lmage of the fingerprint. The dlrectlonal Image Is 
obtained by taking thedomlnant dlrectlon In each-sub 
block of the lmage. To detect the coordlnates of the polnts 
In the lmage space, an Intelligent tracklng Is carrled out 
using the thinned Image. The usage of the hlstograms al- 
lows for a hlgh degree of noise tolerance. 

Introduction 

Any automatic fingerprint identification system's effective- 
ness is determined from the accuracy wah which the system 
matchesthe search printswith the file prints. To perform match- 
ing, certain ridge characteristics, known as minutiae, are used. 
The number of these minutiae is typically around 100. The 
matching algorithms are based on point pattem matching (Qin- 
ghan''), CMC(')) ascornpared to an image to image match. The 
methods of point pattem matching become easier i f  the points 
of registration are known. These points, in forensic parlance, 
are called the core and delta points. 

To aid in archiving as well as to cut down the search in the 
database, fingerprints have been classified into five mapr clas- 
ses, namely the loops- left, right and double, whorls and arches 
(Fig. 1 ). In all these pattern classes, except the arches, the 
core and delta points have been defined. Nevertheless, in prints 
from the scene of crime, where only partial prints are available, 
it would still be necessaryto have algorithmsthat rnatchwilhout 
the points of registration being available. 

Methods for the automatic detection of these po in t~~uz&p 
syntactic ree grammars have been reported by Rao . 
Kawagoe(') uses an approach which is a mix of a relaxation 
method (for noise reduction) and a prunina based on the neiah- 
bours. These methods relyon the.acarracy of the immediite 
neighbourhood information. In real life cases where printscould 
be noisy ( due to smudging, over-inking, excessive pressure 
while fingerprinting), such methods would cause local minima 
to be detected (noisy points locally having the same charac- 
teristics as that of the singular points ). 

The approach proposed here makes use of the directional 
histograms in neighbourhoods around these points, thus 
averaging the effect of any noise points present. 

Notatlons and Deflnltlons 

In the following sections, the gray level image of a fingerprint 
is refened to by G (of Size gxg). Operations are performed on 

Rg. 1. Some fingerprint pattern classes 
(a)Lefl bop (b)Right bop (c)Double loop (d)Whorls (e)Ard?es (f)Print from 

the scane of crime 

the directional histogram formed from the directional image D. 
The direction at each pixel of D represents the local orientation 
of the ridge at t t ~xel. The direction D(i,j) at pixel (i,j) in an 
image ( MehtrenBIR) is the direction d for which Sa, the sum 
of differences in gray values along a direction d is a minimum. 
The sum of differences Sd is defined as 

w 
Sd = I G(im,jm) - G(i,j) I ford = 1 ,N 
where G(i,j) and G(im jm) are the gray values at the pixels (i,j) 

and (imjm). The pixel corresponding to (imjm) is the mm pixel 
along the direction d from (i,j), M being the number of pixels 
chosen for this computation and N the number of directions 
used (direction d corresponds to an angle of WN*[d-1] 
radians). A block directional image B (of size bxb ) is obtained 
by finding the dominant direction in each block ( g/b x g/b ) of 
the directional image D. In our case, we have used N=8, b=16 
and g=512. 

The core and delta points can be defined for all fingerprint 
pattern classes except arches, more specifically, a single core 
point and one or two delta points. The fingerprint images can 
be essentially considered to be two valued images made of 
rlugti, bald ~al~2ys. Cder a k l  h d r z  b ~ e  unary nature of the 
fingerprints, these images can also be characterised by the 
direction of the ridge flow. 



The registration point is termed a 
[a] Core point If 11 is the topmost point on the innermost 

recurving rdge. 
[b] Delta point H lt Is a point in a delta-like region lying on 

ridges which extend to encompass the complete pattern area. 
The directional histogram Is computed from the frequency Of 

each direction in a neighbourhood (nxn). The histogram H is an 
8-tuple ( H(0) .... H(7)t where H(j) is the frequency of direction 
j in the neighboumooddef~ned. W is a set of weights (wo .... w7) 
where w, is an 8-tuple (wl(0) ... ~ ( 7 ) )  such that wl (i) is maxi- 
mum when j = i. 

A directional histogram is said to be 
[a] Leff skewed if directions less than or equal to 90 degrees 

are predominant. 
[b] Right skewed if directions greater than or equal to 90 

degrees are predominant. 
[c] Edge skewed if the directions not in the range d 45 

degrees to 135 degrees are predominant. 
A core point then by definition should have the histogram, 

of it's leff neighbouwd left skewed and the rigM , right 
skewed. Further for a delta point, the histogram of the bottom 
neighburhood should be edge skewed. 

Detectlon of core and delta polnts 

Fog 2 Neighbarhod ,or de lb  Fog 3. Nelghbouhood lor cores 

Mark for deletion all points not satisfying the following 

Since the block directional image B exhibits the same 
characteristics as that of the original high resolution image, the 
singular points can be detected to block accuracy from the 
same. 

Selection 
The initial set of probable candidates for the care and delta 

points are determined using : 
[i] Core points CP : All points exhibiting a directional dif- 

ference greater than k l  ( kt = 2 i.e. 45 degrees) in the im 
mediate neighburnoad. In other words d (B(i.1) - B(i-1 ,I) ) >= 
k l  where d is the modulo 8 operator. 

[ii] Delfa points DP : Points with neighbourhoodsof the form 

criteria. I 

a P = Z~.H i(k) >- k3, P >- C,,.,H~I(~) and 
PI- L ~ 2 i ( k )  + &H21(k) 

Also for each of the core points CPk(i,j), for an n22xn22 ( n22 
-5) neighboumood around the point, form a histogram H24. 
This histogram should have the following property by defini- 
tbn,i.e. It should not have any predominant direction. 

x B(i,j) x 
B ( i l + l )  x B(i+l ,j+l) 

& . M a  
Max 12 ( H24(k)) < k4 where f2 ( H(k)) = zi,,.,w H(l) 
Also, mark for deletion all core points in the n23xn23 (n239) 

neighbourhood of the delta points DP. 
Curvature typing 
Core points typically exhibit a curvature which is either con- 

vex ( loops - left, right and whorls) or concave (double loops). 
Each of the core points CP detected so far is classified into one 
of these types by forming histograms H31, H32, H33 and H34 of 
regions Ri, R2, R3 and FU (Fig. 3 ) respectively (in a neighbour- 
hood of mxru) 

where B(i-1 ,j+l) <= B(i.j) 

A point with convex atrvature should have H31 left skewed 
and H32 rjZIM skewed and those with concave curvature should 

< B(i+l .j+l) or B(i-l.j+l) < B(i,j) <= B(i+l .j+l), B(i-1 ,j+l) <= 
k2 and B(i+l ,j+l) >= k2 (k2 = 4 i.e. 90 degrees since we have 
used N = 8 ). 

Pmnlng 
For each of the delta points DPk (i,i), for an nnlxwt (n21=5) 

neighboumood around the point, form directional histograms 
H21, H22 and H23 of regions Ri ,Rp and R3 (Fig. 2 ) respective- 
ly. By definition, the histograms of region Ri should be leff 
skewed, R2 should be edge skewed and R3 should be right 
skewed. 

have ~ 3 3  ;ght skewed and HM leff skewed. 
CUN ( CPk(i,j) ) - 
convex if 14 H31. H32) > f3( H33, Ha) and f3( H31. H32) > k5 
concave if f3( hi, f3( H33. HM) and f3( H33. H34) > k 

where 13 ( H3rn. h n  ) = ~:,wa (j?~3m(j) + c.wp (j)Han (j), a 
and p being the required or~entatlons for the corresponding 
regions. 

If a core point does not exhibit a clearly defined curvature, 
that point is marked for deletion. 

Clustering 
All the core and delta points detected so far are clustered 

(with a clustering algorithm such as k-means, for instance) by 
using a weighted distance measure giving neighburhood 
boxes BCPjJ = 1 ,C and BDP j , j = 1 ,D where C and D are the 
number of core and delta clusters respectively. BCP and BDP 
are 4-tuples of the form (x,y,dx,dy). Further search for the core 
and delta points can be restricted to these boxes. 

Findlng the axls of the pattern area 
Once the clusters are determined, for each of the clusters of 

the care points an axis Ak can be defined. This axis has a direct 
correspondence with the orientation of the fingerprint pattern. 
The axis a of Ak is determined from the histoarams H5 a .a=0.7 
of neighboumoods n m m  with orientatdn a around the 
cluster centre (Fig. 4 ). 

f ~ a ( H s a ) > f ~ ( H ~ ) v a o p , O < = a < = 7 , 0 < = p < = 7 a n d  

fs p ( H ) = ~,;,wi) H(i), w,being the set of weights for 
orientatton 

Core and Dela polnts 
For all points in each of BCP and BDP respectively, points 

having the maximum probability P of being the singular mints 

fig. 4. Neighburhood for axis Fi. 5. Neighburhod (or axis of a 



For the delta points. the probability P is a function of the his- 
tograms Hsi, H62 and H63 of regions Ri, R2 and R3 (FQ. 2) 
respectively. 

p = $ f w ( ~ q ) , w h e r e  f 6 p ( ~ ) - ~ ~ ~ w p ( i ) ~ ( i l  , 
p being the onentation for R's corresponding region andwp the 
set of weights for orientation p . 

Similarly for core points, this probability is a function of his- 
tograms H71, H72. H73 and H74 of regions R1, R2, R3 and R4 
respectively tor axis A (Fig. 5 ) for those points which have con- 
vex curvatures. A 

P - Z+, f7p H7, where f 7p (H) = ~:~wp (I) H(i) 
The reason for not considering the points wilh concave cur- 

vature are that by definitio~ the core points are the topmost 
points on the innnermost rearwing ridge and the core points 
ought to lie on ridges which are curving downwads. 

Core and delta polnts In Gray level Image space 
For each of the core points C(bxl,byi) detected from the 

block directional image B, a search in the image space in an 
area ( ~~r,~yl,Cd~i,Cdyl ) is carried out, where cxl= (bxt-3)'(glb), 
cyr = (byi3)*(g/b) and Cdxi, cdy, are the search area widths. The 

gray image is first threshold In this area 
a m  then thinned (PavIidisa ) On this 
thinned image, each of the ridges are 
traced to determine the highermost point. 
The ridge should have a minimum length 
MINLEN on both sides of the highemst 

F I ~ .  6. The regionpoint ( Fig 6). The ridge should also exhibit 
around h core pant. a marked change in direction ( by defini- 

tion, the ridge enclosing the core point cur- 
ves upon itself). The lowemst of such 

points detected is taken as the core point. 
While tracking for a core point, when a bifurcation point is 

encountered, the ridges are followed on both branches and the 
bnger branch is considered, in cases where the ridge being fol- 
bwed is the root branch of the bifurcation. If the ndge being fol- 
bwed happens to be one of the branches of the bifurcation, 
then the ridge is traced in the direction of the root. The method 
outlined here could also reject some areas if the areas do not 
exhibit the required characteristics. 

Algorithm : Seach for an, poht 
fil Inhalise the w r e  papant )D the top kit wmer of the search area. 
fir7 Scan the minned image TOP ro BOTTOM. LEFT b RIGHT 
piq lor each norrzem pixel& ( 
rw] initialize the highestpoint a7 he n e e  as the first mzeropixek wor-  

dinam 
[vl aeck Um pink m the RIGHT, delermining Um highest pint cnd Um 

length d Um kff and right banches fmm the highennost poht 
[n7 sMhrC, bsak the pink )D the LEFT 
[viililUm IengLt~~ of Um bran&= exceeda minimum d s e n m  MNLENand 

the h@hennast point is laver than the core point, then Wk, the w r e  point.) 

For a delta point, the same procedure as was described is 
repeated over a sub bbck directional image. The sub block 
directional image is obtained by finding the characteristic direc- 
tion of the ndges in smaller blocks than those of the block direc- 
tional image. This was necessiated by the fact that often the 
area around the delta is smudged and only the ridge flow can 
be inferred from the ridge. The smaller bkck size is chosen 
such that the delta point obtained from It is of the desired ac- 
curacy. 

Results 

The technique Illustrated here has been found to work suc- 
cessfully over a large number of test prints and the accuracy of 
the points detected was of a high degree. After the points were 
detected roughly in the block directional image, a further track- 
ing was carried out in the original gray image G to arrive at the 
(x,y) coordinates of the points. Fig 8 shows a double loop pat- 
tern ( which has points of both curvatures and two delta points) 
and it's block directional image 6. Fig 9 and 10 show the core 
points after pruning and curvature typing. Fig 11 shows the 
probable core and delta points after step 3. 

The axis of the pattern area around the core points of both 
types and the search areas are shown in Fig 12 and 13. The 
core and delta points finally detected are marked in Fig 14 
wnich correspond very well to those that a fingerprint expert 
would identify. 

The approach described here presents a technique to 
automatically determine the core and delta points of a 
fingerprint image. The usage of the histogram to determine the 
structural features such as the core and delta points ailowsfor 
a fairly high degree of noise tolerance. A procedure for the finer 
tracking of the core and delta points in the areas detected from 
the block directional image is also presented here. The method 
described here has been found to work very well when tested 
over a large number of fingerprint images. Further, the method 
provides interesting ares for automatic pattern classification. 
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